


Our customers want to differentiate 
by leveraging Google’s technology
and culture of innovation. 

CTS’s mission is to spark, enable
and empower just that.



You need the ability to grow 
and innovate at scale - with the 
right infrastructure to support 
your ambitions
“On-premise infrastructure was hindering our growth. We needed 
a solution that would give us scalability on demand, world-class 
performance, high availability and resilience - whilst supporting our 
vision of becoming a data-driven company.”

Ted van Dongen, CIO at VidaXL

Spark



“We want to be able to make data-driven decisions. However, 
interpreting data gathered from multiple internal and 
external sources posed a big challenge. We needed an 
effective way to access, analyse and report on our insights 
across the business.”

Jon Davis, CTO Village Hotels

This way, you can unlock 
your data’s full potential -
so you can make smarter 
and faster decisions...

Enable



Transform the way your 
organisation works - 
fostering a culture of 
collaboration and innovation
“Having a well-managed IT system is crucial in ensuring our 
business is efficient and collaborative. CTS quickly 
demonstrated to us that they understood the needs of an 
organisation of our scale and how we can make Google 
Workspace work harder for us." 

Matt Greaves, Technical Director, Travis Perkins

Empower



You are in good company!



How do we help?

Sustain innovation, manage and iteratively improve.

Managed Services
(GCP and Workspace)

Start a Google inspired transformation.

Innovation
(Transformation Workshops, Hackathons, Innovation Accelerators (POCs / POVs)

Spark
‘Think Big’ &

High Velocity Migrations

Enable
Operational Efficiency

with Data & ML

Empower
Google Workspace & Chrome 

Deployed
No Code Development

Bring it to life and get it done right.



Google. Done right

● CTS was born in Google Cloud, it’s all we’ve ever done
or will do

● Certified and audited by Google to the highest level, 
including accredited MSP, expertise across migration, 
infrastructure, data and work transformation

● Largest dedicated Google Partner in EMEA 
(people, certifications, and depth of case studies)

● Proven track record and repeatable methodology

● Current holders of Partner of the Year for Workspace 
Enterprise deployments, and Public Sector GCP work
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